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Bayesian nonparametrics

Parametric models 

Nonparametric models 

Models are potentially infinite 

Complexity adapts to data



Dirichlet process mixture
• Distribution over distributions 

• Limit of a finite mixture model
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Back to Dirichlet processes
Parameters for each customer are drawn  

from a Dirichlet process

α         concentration parameter  
H         base measure
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Scientific programming

Scripting languages 
fast prototyping, easy to use 

R, Python, Matlab 



Functional programming

x = x + 1
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Vector? Matrix? 
List? Array? 
Data frame?



Why F#?



Case study
Rewrite an algorithm from Matlab into F# 

adaptive rejection sampling



Case study

Matlab
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Dealing with real-world data



Type providers

F# Data - typed access to external 
data sources 

Csv files 

JSON, XML, HTML, SQL 



RProvider



Summary
• Bayesian nonparametrics are nice flexible models 

• Complexity of the model adapts to data 

• There are efficient inference algorithms 

• Functional programming is great for maths 

• F# has great tools for accessing external sources
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